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• We send out our UK election monitor one day earlier than normal, as the long awaited results from YouGov’s so-called MRP 
model for the upcoming general election were published late last evening.

• We were looking forward to the results, as the MRP model was the only one correctly predicting that Theresa May would 
lose her absolute majority in 2017 (while other seat projections projected a big victory), see slide 5. The model is different 
from traditional opinion polls/seat projections, as it is based on approximately 100,000 interviews over seven days and it 
bases its predictions on a bottom-up approach rather than top-down. For more details see YouGov’s website. There is of 
course a risk that the right prediction last time was a lucky punch.

• YouGov’sMRP model predicts the Conservatives will win 359 seats (versus 211 for Labour, 13 for LibDems and 43 for 

SNP), which would mean a big majority, as 326 is needed for a majority (in practice the number is smaller, as the MPs from 
the Sinn Fein Party from Northern Ireland do not take their seats and one does not count the Speaker, who is neutral). For the 
full result see the next slide.

• As we do not have much else to rely on, a Conservative majority is now our base case. We have not had a base case until 
now due to the uncertainty surrounding the traditional opinion polls and the top-down approach, which we have highlighted in 
previous election monitors. We now dare to have a base case.

• If it turns out to be right, PM Boris Johnson will be able to pass his Brexit deal before Christmas without too many 

problems. Friday 20 December has circulated as a potential voting day.

• The Conservative manifesto was released earlier this week. PM Boris Johnson pledged again that he will not extend the 

transition period, which is set to end by 31 December 2020 (may be extended by 1-2 years if agreed before 1 July). This 

means there is a clear risk of a no-deal Brexit by this date if the UK and EU27 are unable to strike a permanent agreement. 
It is widely expected that the negotiations on the future relationship will be more difficult than the withdrawal agreement. 
Michel Barnier, who will be the EU’s chief negotiator in the upcoming negotiations, has said the EU will prioritise a trade deal 
but warned time is short, see Financial Times.

Conservative majority is our new base case

Brexit_Monitor_130516.docxhttps:/yougov.co.uk/uk-general-election-2019/
https://www.ft.com/content/93bc9ae2-108b-11ea-a7e6-62bf4f9e548a
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YouGov’s MRP model predicts a big win for Boris Johnson (359 

seats versus 326 needed for a majority) 

326 seats out of 
650 are needed to 
secure an absolute 
majority in the 
House of 
Commons. In 
practice the 
number is actually 
smaller.

https://yougov.co.uk/uk-general-election-2019/
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The Conservative Party is back at its ‘normal’ level around 40%

Source: Britain Elects, Macrobond Financial
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YouGov’s MRP model was the only one rightly predicting Theresa 

May would lose her absolute majority in 2017
Most model 
projections were 
wrong…

… except YouGov’s 
MRP model
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Hung parliament with 
no stable 

majority/coalition of 
parties are unable to 

work together
Another Brexit 

extension is needed

Source: Danske Bank scenarios

New base case: Conservative Party will win the election and 

deliver Brexit by 31 January 2020

Labour+LibDems+
SNP+Plaid 

Cymru+Greens win a 
majority and a second 

EU referendum is 
called.

Remain slightly ahead 
in polls

UK election
12 December

NEW BASE CASE:
The Conservative 

Party wins absolute 
majority, Brexit deal 

passes and 
negotiations on the 
future relationship 

start

?
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Brexit timeline

Brexit 

day

Transition until 31 

Dec-20 but may be 

extended 1-2 years 

(one-off)

Negotiations on future 

relationship continue.

31 January

2020?

31 Dec

2020

New relationship comes into force (unless transition is extended).

New relationship must be ratified by at least the UK and the EU 

institutions but most likely also national parliaments like the EU-

Canada CETA.

Risk of no-deal Brexit if no permanent FTA or extension is agreed

1 July

2020

Decision on extension of 

transition

31 Dec

2022

Transition cannot be extended 

beyond 31 Dec 2022

PM Boris Johnson 
has ruled out 
extending the 

transition period 
beyond 31 

December 2020
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Boris Johnson’s rating lower than Theresa May’s in early 2017 

but way above Jeremy Corbyn’s
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’Remain’ slightly ahead in second EU referendum polls
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More (but not a majority) think it was the wrong decision to leave

the EU
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The election is an EU referendum in disguise
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Scottish independence after Brexit?
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Brexit uncertainty remains high
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